## Applications and Appeals

The report provides an update on all licensing matters dealt with by the licensing team since the last meeting in 2018.

### Recommendation(s)

The Licensing and Regulatory Committee is asked to note the report.

### Reason(s)

The Council, in achieving its priority of “Enabling social responsibility”, must consider objections to applications and respond to appeals on decisions made.

### 1. Applications and Appeals

1.1 The Licensing and Regulatory Committee are provided with updates on appeals and applications made to the Council at each meeting.

1.2 The Licensing Team provides the following updates on work activities undertaken since the last meeting of the Committee in 2018, the following licences have been granted (1 August 2018 to 31 January 2019):

- Temporary Event Notices (TENs) processed - 26
- Personal Licence - 58
- Premises Licence/ Transfer/ Vary Designated Premises Supervisors (DPS) - 38
- Special Treatment Licence Applications – 3
- Gambling Licence – 2
- Explosive Licence – 20
- Animal Licence - 6
- Other Applications received and processed - 10
- Review Hearing - 0
• Appeals – 0
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